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Realization of a Λ System with Metastable States of a Capacitively Shunted Fluxonium
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We realize a Λ system in a superconducting circuit, with metastable states exhibiting lifetimes up to
8 ms. We exponentially suppress the tunneling matrix elements involved in spontaneous energy relaxation
by creating a “heavy” fluxonium, realized by adding a capacitive shunt to the original circuit design. The
device allows for both cavity-assisted and direct fluorescent readouts, as well as state preparation schemes
akin to optical pumping. Since direct transitions between the metastable states are strongly suppressed, we
utilize Raman transitions for coherent manipulation of the states.
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Quantum computation with superconducting circuits has
seen rapid progress over the past decade [1–3] largely due
to improvements in qubit coherence [4–6]. Performing
large-scale quantum computation, error correction and
simulation, will require significantly longer coherence
times [7,8]. Fermi’s golden rule states that qubit lifetimes
are governed by two factors: (1) the noise spectral density
associated with environmental degrees of freedom; (2) the
transition matrix elements, which are determined by the
qubit wave functions. To date, improvements in superconducting qubit lifetimes have primarily been achieved by
modifying the noise spectral density—for example, by
filtering [9,10] and by minimizing the contributions of twolevel systems [6,11]. We demonstrate a complimentary
approach, making the qubit insensitive to environmental
noise by reducing the transition matrix elements. This leads
to qubit lifetimes as high as 8 ms, and realizes a Λ system
analogous to those commonly found in atomic systems.
Most current superconducting qubit architectures are
based on variants of the transmon qubit [5,12–14].
Transmons have large dipole matrix elements, simple selection rules, and a small nonlinearity, sufficient to resolve the
lowest energy levels as the qubit states. In contrast, flux
qubits [15–17] have a large nonlinearity, rich level structure,
and selection rules that can be finely engineered to yield a
smooth trade-off between decay matrix elements and gate
fidelities. With the realization of a linear superinductance
and the fluxonium qubit [18], this class of qubits has seen
enhanced lifetimes and reduced flux-noise induced
decoherence [19]. These properties make the fluxonium a
promising system for engineering a Λ system.
Traditionally, a Λ system is comprised of a ground and
metastable excited state, coherently coupled through a third
intermediate state. Λ systems are ubiquitous in atomic
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physics, realized using a combination of selection rules
[20], relative strengths of optical-dipole and microwave
hyperfine matrix elements [21], and large differences in
frequency scales in conjunction with the 3D density of states
(decay rate γ ∝ ν3 ) [22]. Superconducting qubits are typically not protected by symmetry-based selection rules, and
possess a much smaller dynamic range of frequency scales
and a 1D density of states (γ ∝ ν), making it more challenging to realize the metastability required to explore the physics
associated with Λ systems. Previous work in circuit QED
(CQED) has utilized the Purcell effect [23] to modify the
density of states and explore multitone coherent interactions
of three-level systems [24,25].
In this Letter, we present a Λ system in a capacitively
shunted fluxonium circuit: the heavy fluxonium. The added
capacitance further localizes the lowest energy states, exponentially suppressing the dipole matrix elements and boosting the metastable state lifetime to 8 ms. The suppressed
matrix elements make controlled population transfer to this
state a challenge, but we surmount this by using multitone
Raman transitions in the Λ system to perform coherent
operations with substantial improvement in gate fidelities
relative to direct transitions.
The heavy fluxonium circuit [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] consists
of a small-area Josephson junction connected in parallel to a
capacitance (Cq ) and a large superinductor (LJA ), realized as
an array of 100 large-area Josephson junctions. To ensure
idealized inductive behavior of the array, the length and
individual junction size must satisfy several conditions as
explained in [18]. Once these conditions are satisfied, the
Hamiltonian of the fluxonium is given by
Hf ¼ −4EC
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operations more challenging. This circuit resembles a
recently reported design [29], whose dipole moment (and,
thereby, the fluxon transition rate) is tunable through the use
of a superconducting quantum interference device in place of
a single Josephson junction. Unlike the fluxonium in [29],
our heavy fluxonium—with a fixed EJ =EC ≈ 18—is sufficiently heavy to disallow coherent direct drives. We solve this
issue by realizing a Λ system between the ground state jg0 i,
the metastable state jg1 i, and the excited state jf 0 i, and
perform coherent Raman transitions between jg0 i and jg1 i.
For fast readout, the heavy fluxonium is capacitively
coupled to a lossy resonator (Q ∼ 500). The Hamiltonian of
the combined system is given by [30]
X
HS ¼ Hf þ hνr â† â þ
hgjjihkjhjjn̂jkiðâ þ â† Þ;
ð2Þ
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FIG. 1. (a) Equivalent circuit diagram of the heavy fluxonium
capacitively coupled to a readout resonator (Supplemental
Material [26]). (b) Scanning electron microscope image of the
device, with a magnified view of the 100 Josephson junction
array, fabricated using the bridgeless method detailed in [27].
(c) Simulated potential energy landscape or wave function at
Φext ¼ 0.02Φ0 demonstrating localized wave functions in three
wells. (d) Simulated potential energy landscape at
Φext ¼ 0.51Φ0 , where jg0 i and jg1 i are nearly degenerate.

where EC ¼ e2 =2Cq is the charging energy, EJ the
Josephson energy of the small junction, and EL ¼
Φ20 =2LJA the inductive energy of the Josephson junction
array. In contrast to earlier fluxonium devices [18], the heavy
fluxonium shunts the small junction with a large capacitance
[43 fF, red squares in Fig. 1(b)]. This results in a reduced
EC =h ¼ 0.46 GHz, increases the effective mass of the phase
degree of freedom, and produces quasilocalized states in
the different wells of the potential [see Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)].
The other circuit parameters, EJ =h ¼ 8.11 GHz and
EL =h ¼ 0.24 GHz, are comparable to those in previous
fluxonium devices. We label states by their fluxoid number
f−1; 0; 1g (number of flux quanta in the loop formed by the
junctions), and by the plasmon levels within that well
fjgi; jei; jfig. The heavy fluxonium allows for two types
of transitions: intrawell plasmons (e.g., jg0 i ↔ je0 i), and
interwell fluxons (e.g., jg0 i ↔ jg1 i).
Interwell transitions involve states with wave functions
such as ψ g0 ðφÞ and
which are disjoint. Accordingly,
R ψ g1 ðφÞ,

matrix elements dφψ g1 ðφÞÔψ g0 ðφÞ with respect to local
operators Ôðd=dφ; φÞ will be exponentially suppressed with
∼ exp½−π 2 ðEJ =8EC Þ1=2 , inferred from considering the tails
of displaced harmonic-oscillator wave functions [28].
Consequently, the jg1 i state of the heavy fluxonium is much
longer lived relative to the original fluxonium. However, the
suppressed transition matrix elements also make coherent

where, νr ¼ 4.95 GHz is the bare frequency of the resonator and g ¼ 76 MHz is the coupling between the
resonator and fluxonium (as extracted from fits to spectra).
n̂ is the charge operator of the fluxonium and controls the
transition rates arising from driving on the input port [Cin in
Fig. 1(a)].
Single-tone spectroscopy (Fig. 2) reveals both the resonator photon and the plasmon transitions. The curvature of
the plasmon transitions arises from flux-induced distortion of
the well (Supplemental Material [26]), and allows one to
easily distinguish between wells (blue and magenta lines in
Fig. 2). Furthermore, the strong hybridization of the plasmon
and resonator (detuned by up to 155 MHz) allows for
fluorescent readout of the metastable state, over the entire

FIG. 2. Single-tone spectroscopy of the fluxonium-resonator
system in the vicinity of the resonator and primary plasmon
transition frequencies. Dashed lines indicate simulated energy
levels of the coupled system based on device parameters extracted
from fits to single and two-tone spectra. Transitions that change
rapidly with flux are interwell fluxon transitions, while the flatter
transitions are intrawell plasmon transitions. Left inset: interference due to coupling between the ground and excited states of
neighboring wells. Right inset: features associated with fluxon
transitions crossing with the resonator. The spectrum is normalized by the transmission amplitude of the bare resonator (Supplemental Material [26]).
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FIG. 3. (a) Two-tone spectroscopy showing direct fluxon transitions (orange and green lines) and two-photon transitions to the twoexcitation manifold (jf 0 i, je−1 i,je1 i). State labeling for the transitions is valid for Φext > 0. The jf 0 i level serves as the intermediate state
in a Λ system comprising the ground state jg0 i and the metastable jg1 i state, and assists in Raman transitions. (b) Pump-probe
spectroscopy of Raman transitions between jg0 i and jg1 i as a function of pump (near jg0 i → jf 0 i − 2γ transition) and probe frequency
(near jg1 i → jf 0 i). The Raman transition is seen when 2νpump − νprobe ¼ Eg1 − Eg0 , represented by the dashed line. The upper-left inset
shows wave functions of the states involved in the transition. The intermediate jf0 i state couples to jg0 i via a two-photon process and has
a small amplitude in the right well, with a direct dipole-allowed transition to the metastable jg1 i state. The dashed lines are simulated
energy levels of the fluxonium-resonator system. The color bar is normalized by the transmission of the bare resonator.

flux range, through cycling the plasmon transition of
the metastable state many times, similar to quantum nondemolition measurements of single trapped ions and
atoms [31,32].
The tunnel splitting between the wells can be directly
observed in the plasmon spectrum at Φext ¼ Φ0 =2. At this
flux location, there are two identical wells with degenerate
ground and first excited states. This results in the feature
shown in the left inset of Fig. 2, where the interference of the
levels results in a unique rhombus-shaped avoided crossing.
The separation of the level crossings forming the top and
bottom corners of the rhombus (black arrows) is a direct
measure of the tunnel coupling of the excited states in
the well (je0 i and je1 i), corresponding to te ≈ 7 MHz. The
tunnel splitting between ground states is smaller than the
linewidth of the plasmon and fluxon transitions, and is
inferred from the fits to be tg ≈ 0.42 MHz, one thousand
times smaller than in previous experiments [18]. Another set
of avoided crossings is visible in the resonator transmission
peak (right inset of Fig. 2) at Φext ≈ 0.5Φ0 . The outer set of
crossings arise from the jg1 i → je0 i fluxon transition (also
seen in the bottom of the left inset), while the inner crossings
are formed by composite resonator or fluxon transitions:
jg1 ; 0res i → jg0 ; 1res i and jg0 ; 0res i → jg1 ; 1res i. The latter
indicate that coupling between fluxon transitions is increased
when a photon is present in the resonator (Supplemental
Material [26] for photon-assisted fluxon transitions). The
fluxon transitions are (to first order) linear in flux, with slopes
given by ∂f=∂Φext ≈ 4π 2 EL =Φ0 ¼ 9.59 GHz=Φ0.
Fluxon transitions, not seen in single-tone spectroscopy,
can be identified via two-tone spectroscopy in which we

monitor the transmission of the readout resonator while
sweeping the frequency of a second drive tone. The lines of
largest slope are the single-photon interwell fluxon transitions jg0 i → jg1 i. The rest of the lines are two-photon
transitions to the second-excited manifold of the fluxonium-resonator system, with flat features corresponding to
plasmons and sloped resonances corresponding to fluxons.
Of particular importance are the two-photon features
located at ∼4.73 GHz corresponding to the jg0 i → jf 0 i
two-photon transition, which will assist in performing
coherent operations on the qubit.
The heavy fluxonium energy-level structure allows for a
variety of state-preparation schemes. We can perform T 1
measurements from the highest fluxon transition frequency
of 4.65 GHz down to about 3 GHz by directly driving the
fluxon transition at high powers to realize a classically
mixed state (100 μs pulse duration). Below this point, we
perform T 1 measurements using a process that is similar to
optical pumping [33]. Through continuous cycling of the
bright jg0 i → je0 i plasmon in Fig. 2, we take advantage of
a small probability of decaying from je0 i to jg1 i arising
from the finite matrix element between these states and
incoherently “pump” the system into the jg1 i state, and
perform a typical T 1 measurement.
Since direct fluxon transitions are forbidden, we realize
faster gates by means of Raman transitions that utilize the
excited levels of the fluxonium, in analogy with atomic
physics. Recently, such multitone transitions have been used
in superconducting qubits in the context of stabilization, and
coherent population trapping [16,24,25,34–36]. As tunneling is suppressed exponentially by the depth of the well, it is
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advantageous to use higher plasmon excited states. Of
particular importance is the jg0 i → jf 0 i transition shown
in the inset of Fig. 3. Though the direct transition is
disallowed by the symmetry of the wave functions, we
can access it through a two-photon process mediated by the
je0 i level. Further, from the inset in Fig. 3(b), we can see that
the jf 0 i wave function has a noticeable amplitude in the right
well, and jg1 i → jf 0 i is dipole allowed. This indicates that
we can use the jg0 i, jf 0 i, and jg1 i states to form a Λ system.
We explore Raman transitions in this Λ system by sweeping
the pump and probe tone frequencies in the vicinity of these
transitions, as shown in Fig. 3(b). We find a shift in the
resonator transmission when 2νpump − νprobe ¼ Eg1 − Eg0 ,
corresponding to the intended transfer of population from
jg0 i → jg1 i. The Raman transition rate is related to the Rabi
rates of the two Raman tones, Ωprobe from jg1 i → jf 0 i, and
Ωpump from jg0 i → jf 0 i according to
Ωg0 g1 ¼

Ωprobe Ω2pump
;
Δδ2γ

(b)

(c)

ð3Þ

where Δ ¼ 2νpump − Ef0 ¼ νprobe − ðEf0 − Eg1 Þ is the
detuning of the pump and probe tone from the two-photon
resonance, while δ2γ ¼ Ee0 − νpump is the detuning of the
two-photon jg0 i → jf 0 i pump tone from the intermediate
je0 i state. Ωpump and Ωprobe are set by the strength of the drive
and by the charge matrix elements of the jg1 i → jf 0 i and
jg0 i → je0 i transitions, respectively.
Having established the Λ system and the necessary tones
required to perform a Raman transition between the,
otherwise, forbidden metastable states, we induce Rabi
oscillations by simultaneously switching on resonant pump
and probe drives. The pump is detuned 30 MHz from the
two-photon jf 0 i transition, and the probe frequency is
chosen to be νprobe ¼ 2νpump − ΔEg1 g0 . At a flux value of
0.078Φ0 we achieve a π pulse rate of tπ ∼ 400 ns with 90%
contrast [Fig. 4(b)]. While this fidelity can be further
optimized in future devices, it demonstrates several
orders of magnitude improvement from the direct drive
which takes 100 μs to generate a classically mixed state
(Supplemental Material [26]). The upper limit of the
Raman transition rate arises from off-resonant excitation
of the resonator through the two-photon pump drive, which
drives the jg0 ; 1res i → jg1 ; 1res i transition.
Using these different methods, direct driving, plasmon
pumping, and a three-photon Raman transition, we measure
the T 1 of the device over the flux range 0 ≤ jΦext j < 0.45Φ0 ,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). Plotting the T 1 versus flux shows
improvement as we move toward 0.5Φ0 and follows the
(inverse square of the) charge matrix elements. This indicates
that the T 1 is limited by a charge-based loss mechanism, as
was also observed in the recent work on a similar fluxonium
device [29]. Furthermore, we successfully measure the
coherence of the fluxon transition using a standard
Ramsey sequence [Fig. 4(c)] with π=2 pulses extracted from

FIG. 4. (a) Energy relaxation time (T 1 ) as a function of
magnetic flux measured through a combination of direct drive
to a mixed state, plasmon pumping, and Raman transitions. The
dashed purple line indicates the inverse square of the charge
matrix element of the fluxon transition of interest. The inset
shows the T 1 decay curve of the point indicated by the red star,
after driving to a mixed state following a long Raman drive.
(b) Rabi chevron obtained by detuning the probe-drive tone
away from the Raman transition described in Fig. 3(b) at
Φext ¼ 0.078Φ0 . The Raman transition is chosen to be
60 MHz from the jf0i level and the peak π pulse fidelity is
∼90%. (c) Ramsey experiment at Φext ¼ 0.078Φ0 , obtained
using π=2 pulses extracted from Rabi drive of the Raman
transition resulting in a T 2 of 500–550 ns.

Rabi oscillations [Fig. 4(b)]. The T 2 is measured to be 500–
550 ns. Using the measured flux slope and assuming a 1=f
form, this corresponds
to a flux noise spectral density
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sϕ ð1 HzÞ ¼ 1.3 μΦ0 = Hz, comparable to the flux noise
measured for tunable transmons with similar magnetic
shielding. This indicates that T 2 should be improved by
increasing the chain inductance, since the transition flux
slope is given by ∂f=∂Φext ∼ 1=L. A spin-echo experiment
using Raman transition-based π=2 and π pulses gives a
T 2;echo of 1.3 μs with a single inserted π pulse.
In summary, we have realized a heavy fluxonium in a 2D
CQED architecture, with metastable states exhibiting lifetimes of several milliseconds over a broad range of flux
values, likely limited by a charge-based loss mechanism.
We study the coherence of the device by state preparation
schemes that use the rich energy level structure of the
device, including a process analogous to optical pumping.
We perform coherent operations on the long-lived metastable states using a three-photon Raman transition using
an excited plasmon level as the intermediate state, realizing
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single-fluxon gates (tπ ∼ 400 ns) that are several orders of
magnitude faster than directly driving the fluxon transition
with comparable microwave powers. Additionally, the
relative proximity of the plasmon and readout resonator
allow for photon and plasmon-mediated transitions, that
could be useful for high-fidelity fluorescent readout and
photon detection schemes with CQED (Supplemental
Material [26]).
In future work, we seek to improve the speed and fidelity
of interwell transitions, by increasing the lifetime of the
plasmon states, by using more sophisticated multitone
techniques [37], and by increasing the inductance to reduce
dephasing rates. The fabrication techniques developed here
will be useful for other types of protected qubits including
the 0 − π [38] and Josephson rhombus chain qubits [39].
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